CI HUB Press Release
CI HUB has announced a plethora of new integration partners at Adobe MAX from printing platforms such as Gelato to DAM systems such as OpenText and
Censhare, and MAM platforms such as Mediamid and OMN, this tech startup
has gone full pelt in the run-up to creativity’s biggest event of the year, rolling
out their Google Workspace integration as well as a new pricing model
designed to provide all users with access to CI HUB, from individual aspiring
designers to full-suite enterprise marketing teams.
For those who are curious, CI HUB is the leading digital asset aggregator, enabling
creatives and business users to work smarter and more seamlessly without hopping
between windows. The philosophy behind CI HUB Connector for Adobe Creative
Cloud, Microsoft Office365 and Google Workspace is to be a single source of
access to centralised data and assets in your marketing ecosystem.
CI HUB’s portfolio of partners covers both on-premise and cloud-hosted solutions
with data models for DAM, MAM, PIM, MDM, or CMS. In addition to marketing data
solutions, they also connect to stock providers and cloud storage services.

Censhare

“We have now extended censhare with the CI HUB Connector, enabling our clients
to instantly access and edit centrally hosted content from censhare within Adobe
Creative Cloud and Microsoft Office applications. This drastically simplifies the dayto-day workflow of creatives and business users alike and demonstrates our range
of user-friendly, lightweight use cases.”

Gelato Printing

Today they’ve announced they’re going physical with their Gelato partnership!
Gelato is an on-demand printing service designed to bring your imagination to life

as swiftly as possible. Users can now create assets and have them printed
anywhere in the world with just one click.
Andy Michalski, CEO of CI HUB, said “we are so excited to be partnering up with
Gelato! there's nothing more rewarding than seeing the physical fruits of your digital
labour come to life as swiftly as Gelato makes it possible. From ideation to creation,
we hope our customers are as impressed with the enterprise speed and agility that
this creative partnership has fuelled!"

Keepeek

Keepeek and CI HUB announced a major new partnership with the integration of
the revolutionary connector for Adobe Creative Cloud and Microsoft Office.
For Thomas Larzillière, CEO of Keepeek, "this integration will provide us with a
great opportunity to leverage the collaborative features around the Adobe suite, a
key topic to bring a seamless user experience. Our customers as well as their
agencies and creative partners will be able to work in a fully integrated environment,
and access without constraints their assets and data stored in Keepeek without
having to leave their preferred creative or office products ecosystems such as
Adobe or Microsoft."

Lookatme

“Lookatme is proud to announce a new integration with CI HUB, bringing you the CI
HUB Connector.
This exciting new development will enable Lookatme and Adobe to work seamlessly
and efficiently with your digital assets.
With the Lookatme CI HUB Connector, authorised users will be able to access
previews for InDesign files, browse Lookatme folders and images from within the
Adobe applications, link to assets and relink when needed, switch between versions
of assets, and check for updates on placed assets.

This integration is part of the new Lookatme7, a major upgrade to our highly
successful platform.”

Marvia

Merlijn Bruijnes, CTO of MarTech software Marvia, said “We are really excited about
partnering with CI HUB to allow Marvia clients to access and use all digital assets
stored in their Brand Portal within their Adobe CC and Microsoft Office applications.
This new integration accelerates the entire creative process and modification of
digital assets.“

OMN

"The new partnership with CI HUB is a natural evolution in our efforts to make the
day to day lives of our customers as comfortable and intuitive as possible.
With the OMN CI HUB connector, customers can instantly access images, videos,
graphics and documents which can be researched, opened, edited and saved
directly, without detours via OMN system and without leaving the Adobe or
Microsoft Office application they're using."

Find out more about CI HUB here
CI HUB is compatible as extensions for Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign, Adobe
Illustrator,Adobe After Effects and Adobe InCopy or Adobe Premiere Pro, as well as
Microsoft PowerPoint, Outlook, Word, and Excel and now Google Sheets, Slides
and Docs.
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